Brighten your child’s future
with the Internet.
Internet for just $10 a month
The digital world is full of possibilities. AT&T is
making it easier to connect to friends, family, and
the things that matter most. If at least one person
in your household is a SNAP* participant, you
may qualify for 10Mbps home Internet service
at our discounted $10 rate.**
Access from AT&T takes you online so you and your
family can:
• Do homework
• Research colleges and scholarships
•	Stay up to date with school news and connect
with teachers
•	Connect with friends and family around the
country and world
And a whole lot more!

Plus, there’s NO commitment,
NO deposit and NO installation fee.
Get an in-home Wi-Fi gateway and access to
the nationwide AT&T Wi-Fi Hot Spot network —
INCLUDED at no extra cost.†
Other eligibility requirements apply.

Visit att.com/access for complete
information and to apply.
Or call 1-855-220-5211

*Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. **Available only in the AT&T 21-state wireline footprint. Slower speeds (5Mbps for $10/month or 3Mbps for $5/month) may be provided depending on availability at your address. Internet speed claims represent maximum network
service capability speeds. Actual customer speeds may vary based on factors including site traffic, content provider server capacity, internal network management factors and device capabilities, and are not guaranteed. For more information, go to att.com/speed101. Pricing excludes taxes.
From 4/22/16 through 5/22/16, service will include a monthly data allowance of either 150GB data/mo. or 250GB data/mo. depending on the type and speed of service you receive. Beginning 5/23/16 and thereafter, service will include a monthly data allowance of either 150GB, 300GB or 600GB data/mo.
depending on the type and speed of service you receive. If you exceed your monthly data plan allowance, you will be automatically charged $10 for each 50GB of data usage in excess of your data plan, even if less than 50 gigabytes is used. For more information, go to att.com/internet-usage.
†
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